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MyOffsetPress.com [MOP] is committed to respecting your privacy and the applicable laws regarding data protection and 
privacy. This Privacy Policy («Policy») describes our method of collecting and using personal data when MOP is the controller or 
when we mention the applicability of this policy. «Personal data» is any information about you or any person who can be identified.

These data are not and will never be
Sold out
Shared
Transmitted
Lent
Or anything like that

To any other third party

You can modify them at any time from your account (for registered users) or by simple request to contact@myoffsetpress.com with 
the exception of your email address which must be modified manually by writing to this address.

What data do we collect?

When you use MOP, and without prejudging a third party (server), here are the data we get:

For all users:

Cookies :
A «Cookie» records information about the navigation of your computer on a site (such as the pages visited or dates and times of 
consultation), which can be read during your subsequent visits to the Site. MOP may send cookies when you visit the Site or when 
you register to access an online service.

Cookies (third party)
 We are using :
- Google analytics for audience statistics
- Google Adsense for Advertising Purposes

Cookies generated by MOP:
- choice of the user language (duration: 1 month) - navigation cookies - enquiries cookies (Basket enquiries)

When you fill in an information request field about an ad on a «machine» page when the «contact» option has been activated by the 
advertiser, we collect your email address which is automatically inserted in the email list to our newsletter, your IP address and the 
date/time of your request.

For registered users:
The data provided in your account are stored in a database, and your email address is automatically inserted into the email list for 
our newsletter.

Although this data are not mandatory when creating the account (except the email address), we ask for them when the user posts 
an announcement in order to guarantee the veracity of this ad. These personnal data can be shown on the ads, at the entire discre-
tion of the user.

A session cookie can also be generated when the «remember me» checkbox is checked during login; It contains an encrypted tem-
porary ID that cannot be used to identify you under any circumstances

You may at any time request to be unsubscribed from this list or request the deletion of your account by writing to contact@myoff-
setpress.com
        
          The MOP Team


